CodeExcellence:
The Next Generation of
SAP Code Quality Monitoring and Governance Management
HIGHLIGHTS


Continuous monitoring of custom
ABAP code;



Rapid, objective assessment of
business risks;



Greater SAP application stability,
performance and integrity;



Reduced upgrade and maintenance costs;



Rigorous governance over outsourced and internal teams is
made possible;



Improved compliance to corporate coding standards.

The Health Of SAP Applications Is Vital To The Well-Being Of
Your Business.
Organizations are highly vulnerable to the business risks associated with application
code quality. ERP systems provide tremendous value, but they can be complex and expensive to implement. By addressing code quality assurance earlier in the software development lifecycle (SDLC), developers can raise the performance of SAP applications
and avoid significant risks.
CodeExcellence enables you to proactively identify and remedy issues in the development stage, before they reach QA or production. We help you shift the focus on code
quality further “upstream”.

Introducing: CodeExcellence
CodeExcellence is the leading provider of ABAP monitoring and governance management, delivering solutions for highly distributed, dynamic, and agile environments. We
provide companies with the insight and control needed to raise their SAP application
performance, develop code more efficiently, troubleshoot faster and deliver more consistent output. Huge volumes of code can be automatically and comprehensively assessed, saving time and allowing re-deployment of highly skilled resources.

Benefits:
• Realize greater SAP application performance and stability;
• Insulate the business against fluctuations in vendor and development team quality;
• Accelerate development team competence while reducing training costs;
• Lower the cost of application maintenance.
With greater visibility, business managers can be confident that their production environments are not vulnerable to code quality defects. IT managers can access dashboard
metrics and the technical information needed to control, monitor and improve both applications and development processes for internal as well as outsourced teams. Team
leads gain actionable information to mitigate coding issues early in the development
process thereby slashing remediation costs.

Easily Find Hard-To-Spot, Yet Potentially
System Crash-Causing Defects.

Visualize And Monitor All
Your ABAP Custom Code.

See the Vulnerability To Your Business.
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More Than Just Code Monitoring
CodeExcellence uses the power of software monitoring, analysis and measurement to help leading companies guarantee the highest software quality standards in application development and
maintenance. Our Hawkeye products help companies leverage our unique ABAP code monitoring techniques and technology to maximize quality while eliminating code defects like never before.

“Our programmer
productivity in terms of
code quality was instant.
The learning curve was
immediate.”

Hawkeye Assessment

 IT Director, major transportation company

Assess the health and performance of your source code by measuring the overall quality of your
asset, and its alignment with your corporate best practices. Easily determine what you should
keep, rebuild, or refactor since Hawkeye Assessment will classify all programs according to your
corporate quality standards.
Hawkeye Monitor
Hawkeye Monitor sits at the center of CodeExcellence Quality Governance Solution, continuously monitoring all code to identify potentially system crashing software errors. It automatically
enforces that the code delivered is consistent and as problem free as possible – during realization, or during sustainment and bug fixes. All development by in-house development teams, outsourced development teams, and software provided by third party suppliers will automatically
be monitored to ensure that development is in accordance with coding best practices and governance.
Hawkeye APOD

“With CodeExcellence, I
am able to get a handle
on code quality on three
major systems and over 2
million lines of code. I
now have the information
I need to identify and take
action on the biggest
problems first.”
 Team lead, Financial
Services

Increase your developers’ productivity by enabling them to build software that is consistent with
well-known best practices and your corporate quality software standard policies. Built right into
the programmer’s workflow, Hawkeye APOD increases efficiency by providing guidance that
helps them to easily find and fix their own code defects.

WHO IS IT FOR?

PROBLEMS SOLVED

















Tech leads
Procurement managers
Project managers
Developers
Architects
CIOs

Automatic and objective 100% code compliance
Chart long-term trends for the business
Increased visibility and accountability
Technical debt management
Reduced “noise” in QA
Faster time to market
Less risk
Reduced cost
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